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Introduction

The Test

In response to the fast pace of change that technology is bringing to the 
recruitment industry Irish Recruiters in association with the CIPD has 
developed a number of leading internet recruitment training courses to 
assist recruiters learn a variety of tools, techniques and technologies to 
make them more effective recruiters. 

These courses have been developed by some of the leading recruiters in 
the industry who have worked for companies such as Microsoft, Google 
and LinkedIn and take some of the best techniques from around the world.

Over 150 recruiters have already taken the courses including recruiters 
from Microsoft, Facebook, Google, Boston Scientific, Saleforce, CPL, 
Sigmar, Brightwater, Grafton, Principle HR and more. The course will 
teach you how to increase your time to hire and significantly reduce 
your cost of hire.

We think a large factor in the success in of the CIR and ACIR courses is 
based on the fact that there is a tough test at the end of the training. 
You need to take a 35 minute multi-choice test and get a mark of 60% 
or more to pass. In this test you'll be asked to solve sourcing problems 
that will test your knowledge of search engines and Boolean logic so 
that you can prove you can apply the techniques you have learned. 

You could be asked how to find what company John Doe worked in 
from 1999 to 2003 using a Google search? You could be asked to 
state the twitter handle of Microsoft's lead DVB engineer? Or even 
how to conduct an x-ray search for a financial manager in the IFSC? 
The test is tough but fair. Not everyone passes but once you've 
gone through it you'll know that any other recruiter you've met who 
has taken the test and passed will understand how to apply search 
engines and Boolean logic properly to their repertoire of sourcing 
techniques!Recruitment Training

       Certified Internet Recruiter 
       Advanced Certified Internet Recruiter
       Certified Social Media Recruiter 



IR CIR

Certified Internet 
Recruiter

Learn how to harness the power of search engines and Boolean logic 
to find hundreds of thousands of passive candidates on the web. 
Learn how to flip a server and conduct the world famous LinkedIn hack! 
Understand how to tailorise your Boolean strings for international searches 
and understand the basic anatomy of a URL, something every internet 
recruiter needs to know well! This is an essential must do course for those 
who want to learn how to source passive candidates on the web.

Certified Internet Recruiter ( )Course

Duration: 1 day
Time: 9.30 to 4.30pm
Cost: 599 euro
Exam: 30 min online multi-choice test

This course has a large number of real time exercises and 
discussions

Who should attend?

The course is ideal for hiring managers, human 
resource professionals and especially recruiters 
and recruitment managers.

Syllabus

What tools do you need to source candidates online e.g. search engine selection, toolbars, browsers, etc.?

What are search engines and how do they work?

What is Boolean logic and how can you construct strings to find hundreds of thousands of CVs on the web?

What is an URL and how can it be deconstructed?

How can you flip a server? 

What is the LinkedIn hack? 

How to find candidates from Europe and Asia using search engine techniques? 

 
This is incredibly important for recruiters to select the right tools to search with and understand productivity tips to 
speed up their daily tasks. If they use the wrong tools they can waste a lot of time. The course starts with the 
recommended search engines, toolbars, dashboards and hosting sites that recruiters should be aware of. 

  
We'll look at a variety of search engines from around the world and discuss how different search engines can be 
used to source different types of candidates. It's not just all about Google and Bing!

 
This is the part of the course that the attendees really love you'll have access to a world class trainer who has used 
Boolean logic for years. The class will work on solving problems together posed by the teacher. The attendees will 
then send their Boolean strings suggestions back to the teacher who will bring them on screen and share with the 
entire class to review and learn. This segment is highly interactive and really gets the attendees learning a variety of 
techniques from each other. Crowd learning at its best!

 
This is an important module for recruiters to understand that mastering the deconstruction and manipulation of 
a URL can unearth a variety of techniques to find candidates, organize dashboard and increase productivity.

This is an old but trusted technique which allows you scan specific servers for passive candidate and competitive 
information.

If you don't want to buy LinkedIn's corporate account (which you should if you can and we explain why in the 
course!) you'll be able to search their database anyway with a number of novel techniques we will be able to teach. 
Understanding how to master these techniques is a must for any internet recruiters worth their salt!

This section of the class is one where we constantly get great feedback from attendees. Now days a lot of 
recruitment takes place in other countries not just the country you live in. We know this and we can spot and 
growing trend towards this. The designers of the course have worked for some of the best companies in the world 
and this module will show you some of the best techniques on the planet to conduct international specific searches 
for across the globe.

Over 100 recruiters have already taken this course including recruiters from Microsoft, Facebook, Google, Boston Scientific and Saleforce. 
The course will teach you how to increase your time to hire and significantly reduce your cost of hire. 



This course is a natural next step after the Certified Internet Recruiter course. 
It follows a very similar exercise and discussion based format and dives much 
deeper into the world of automation and advanced Boolean searching. At the 
end you'll also have to apply what you have learned to another challenging 
test! This course is very much about understanding in a lot more detail the 
tools and techniques some of the most advanced recruiters in the world are 
using.

Advanced Certified Internet Recruiter ( )Course

Duration: 1 day
Time: 9.30 to 4.30pm
Cost: 599 euro
Exam: 30 min online multi-choice test

This course has a large number of real time exercises and 
discussions

Who should attend?

The course is ideal for hiring managers, human 
resource practioners and especially recruiters 
and recruitment managers.

Syllabus

Introduction to advanced sourcing techniques

Introduction to the semantic web

Automation techniques

Email detection techniques and validation

LinkedIn corporate recruitment product

Advanced Google Boolean logic

The magic of RSS

Diversity Sourcing

Blog Searching!

The future of search

 

  

 

  

  
Here we wiill take a quick look at a small number of advanced techniques to get your creativity flowing for the rest of the class.

  
This module is fascinating! You'll learn about an entire new world of searching techniques which will allow you apply more 
intelligence searching constructs to search engines.

 
This is a surprise module which we won't give too much away. You'll learn a variety of techniques and tools to speed up 
drastically some of your mass information gathering techniques. Very cools stuff for only the advanced. This will put you far 
ahead of most recruiters out there!

 
The feedback on this module is outstanding. It take a little time to explain, but Declan Fitzgerald has come up with a 5 step 
module for sourcing and validating email addressees on the web which is gold dust for a sourcer.

This module looks at the most powerful Linkedin hacks out there, the specific LinkedIn syntax that Linkedin uses and then 
takes a deep dive into the corporate account that LinkedIn provides. 

This section we'll look in particular at advanced Google searching techniques. We'll provide you with some great examples 
of how to source for a variety of file types in a variety of ways.

RSS is really important for the inquisitive recruiter who wants to aggregate information in one place to source, follow content 
and influencers and to study the market and competitors. We'll take a quick look at some of the best tools to do this and some 
of the RSS feeds the teachers of the course would recommend.

 
 We know that everyone is not focused on or needs to make diversity hires but in certain companies this is a high priority, 
especially some of the powerhouse software multi-nationals. We show some clever Boolean techniques that Microsoft and 
Google have been using in particular to find female talent around the world for their sales and engineering departments.

 
Ever try to look for human capital information on blogs that you can use to source, we'll take a quick look into the topic!

We like to finish the class with some conversation on the future of recruitment. With the increasing amount of “Big Data” out 
on servers and the relentless pace of innovation in technology we discuss how social search, analytics and mobile are creating a 
new web. We also talk about where LinkedIn goes from here and how its competitors are competing.

IR ACIR

Advanced Certified  
Internet Recruiter



Social Media Recruitment is now a massive subject matter with a huge 
amount of data written about it. What we've tried to do with this course 
is design a training session for those who already know some of the basics 
about setting up a  LinkedIn or Facebook profile or who already are using 
Twitter at a basic level. We try provide a lot more theory and formulaic 
structure to developing a social media recruitment strategy. We also offer 
suggestion around best class techniques and tools usage. We also then 
take deep dives into the big 3 and how you can maximize their use.

Certified Social Media Recruiter ( )Course

Duration: 1 day
Time: 9.30 to 4.30pm
Cost: 599 euro
Exam: 30 min online multi-choice test

This course has a large number of real time exercises and 
discussions

Who should attend?

The course is ideal for recruiters, recruitment managers, 
hiring managers, marketing professionals and community 
managers interested in social media recruitment. 

Syllabus

Why we all now live in a professionally networked world?  

How to develop a social media strategy?  

Developing a social media policy 

Analytics

World class tools, widgets and apps to increase productivity

Deep dive into the world of LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter

SEO

Introduction to the world of location based and mobile technologies

Tips and tricks from the world of Irish Recruiters

 

  

We've all seen some of the stats around the number of users on Facebook or the number of Twitters out there but 
what are some of the latest trends and how is technology constantly evolving. We'll start of the course by looking 
at some of the latest data out there.

A lot of companies dive deep into developing a social media recruitment strategy but haven't done so in a very 
structured or thoughtful way. We propose a strategy to so, we also look at some world class case studies of 
companies who have done so to great success.

Every company needs a policy we look at a variety of ones currently in the market place. 

What a topic! There is so much data out there! How can you capture it and how can you make sense of it. This is not 
easy! We take a look at some of the tools world class organisations are currently using we also propose some of the 
free ones any company of any size can use. 

This module is for the geeks out there that want to go through a list of cool tools that increase productivity and help 
you stay ahead of the rest.

This is the richest module on the course that take a detailed look at the essential recruiters need to know when using 
each platform. This section goes beyond the basics and explores the more advanced features you should be aware of.

 
Learn about the importance of search engine optimization and how it can make a difference to get your job descriptions 
more visible and your own personal brand. In this module we also take a look at Google Ad Words, LinkedIn Ads, 
Facebook Ads and Twitter Ads. 

Want to understand what companies are pushing the boundaries of location based technologies, we discuss what 
companies are out there and how some recruiters are trying to use them.

Finally, we finish with some of the hot technologies and companies that Irish Recruiters is following. Also, let's not
forget video!!! This is a look into some of the main bloggers out there that you should focus your attention on from 
the technology world that are driving innovation. Also, we look at the fascinating world of video! We finish with the 
trainers personal 5 favourite tools/techniques they can't live without! 

IR CSMR

Certified Social 
Media Recruiter
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